Synaptic plasticity in the hippocampus during afferent activation reproducing the pattern of the theta rhythm (theta plasticity).
This review summarizes data on the plasticity of hippocampal synaptic pathways in conditions of afferent activation modeling the electrical activity of neurons during the theta rhythm. Activation with short trains of stimuli with frequencies of about 5 Hz efficiently induces long-term potentiation, i.e., stable facilitation of synaptic transmission. Contrarily, single stimuli presented at the same frequency "depotentiate" synapses or even induce long-term depression. Combined theta activity at two synaptic inputs, in phase with each other, induces long-term potentiation, while combined activity in antiphase produces long-term depression of the weakly-activated input (associative long-term potentiation and depression). Short trains of single stimuli at a frequency of 5 Hz induce heterosynaptic short-term depression: the efficiency of all synaptic inputs is decreased for time periods of the order of 1 min. Apart from changes in synaptic efficiency, theta activation affects the ability to induce synaptic rearrangements in conditions of subsequent afferent activation ("cryptic" plasticity). Thus, virtually all known types of synaptic plasticity are efficiently induced by afferent activation of the pattern of the hippocampal theta rhythm, which suggests the possible mechanisms for its roles in learning and memory processes.